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• Poloidal flow damping serves as a test case to 
benchmark NIMROD kinetic formulations.

• A “delta-F” formulation has been successfully 
implemented in the  code.  

• Numerical results agree well with analytical 
predictions for the poloidal flow and the delta-F 
kinetic distortion.

Thesis



Delta-F

• The delta-F approach solves Hazeltine’s first-order 
drift kinetic equation (DKE) for the perturbation 
away from a lowest order, static Maxwellian [1].

• Hazeltine’s DKE (accurate to first-order) is given 
as : 

• Moments of the kinetic perturbation are taken to 
obtain relevant fluid quantities of interest.



•                   

Assumptions

Useful Results [1]

•                                          

•  

•               on timescales of interest [2].

• Axisymmetry (i.e. only evolve n=0 Fourier harmonic).  

•                              



We Transform Hazeltine’s Equation 
into NIMROD’s Velocity Coordinates

●           ,             ,          full linearized Coulomb collision operator

●       indicates that derivatives are taken at fixed total energy and 
magnetic moment. 



Analytic Steady-State Solution Can 
Be Easily Obtained

• The steady state solution can be shown [1] to take the form:

where:

and where:

                                                          

                                                          

                                                           

•                                                          then implies that                    .



The delta-F Formulation Requires 
Electrostatic Potential

• From Ampere’s law:                      .            

• Looking at the sum of the       components of the first-order ion and 
electron momentum equations, we have:            

• Multiplying by      and taking the flux surface average then gives us:

                                                                                [2,3].   



• Simple choice is                                  so that the initial perpendicular 
flow is 0.  

Toroidal Flow Conservation Allows 
One to Close For Potential

•  We can then use this result to obtain: 

• Choosing the constant is equivalent to choosing the initial 
perpendicular flow profile. 

• Then:



Two Equilibria are Employed for 
Poloidal Flow Damping Test

NSTX High Aspect Ratio (          )



Two Possible Initial Conditions for 
Kinetic Distortion Are Implemented

Flow Shifted Gaussian



With          , Poloidal Flow Damps to 0 
– (Gaussian Initial, High Aspect Ratio) 

• Poloidal flow asymptotes to 0 as expected from neoclassical theory. 
  

• Damps on timescale of        .



With          , Poloidal Flow Damps to 0 – 
(Flow-Shifted Initial, High Aspect Ratio) 

• Poloidal flow asymptotes to 0 as expected from neoclassical theory. 
 

• Damps on timescale of        .



Steady State       consistent with 
Expectation From Theory – (Gaussian 

Initial, High Aspect Ratio)  

• As expected:  



Steady State       consistent with 
Expectation From Theory – (Flow-Shifted 

Initial, High Aspect Ratio)  

• Again:



Same Results Hold For NSTX – 
(Gaussian Inital) 

• Poloidal flow goes to 0 as expected, and damps on timescale of       .

• Flow-Shifted behaves similarly.



Steady State       consistent with 
Expectation From Theory for NSTX – 

(Gaussian Initial)

•   



Steady-State Poloidal Flow Doubles 
When       Doubles 

• One must look at a single point in configuration space and hold      

and     constant there while doubling         to see the effect. 

with        doubled

• The above is for NSTX, but the result holds for both NSTX and high 
aspect ratio equilibria.



Steady-State Poloidal Flow in 
Banana Regime Agrees 

Approximately With Prediction   
• In the banana regime, assuming high aspect ratio, an analytical form 

for the steady-state poloidal flow is given as:                                   [4,5].    
                                    

Predicted Steady-State                  
                       

- Numerical Result                         
            



The O(1) Constant In the Analytical 
Prediction For the Steady State     

Differs from the Numerical Results   

O(1)

Constant

-Numerical  
                   
                

For flows from 
previous slide

• This could perhaps 
be due to the 
approximations 
made for the 
collision operator 
when obtaining 
the analytical O(1) 
constant.



• In CEL forumulation, electric field doesn’t enter kinetic equation 
explicitly [6].                              

Benefits of CEL Approach over 
delta-F Approach

• The assumption                              is not needed to close the system.



• Poloidal flow damping provides a benchmark for NIMROD kinetic 
formulations.

• A delta-F formulation has been successfully implemented in the code. 

• Numerical Results Agree with Analytical results:

Summary

•     

•                                               when                . 

•                                 where        differs from the

 analytical prediction, but is still O(1).     

• These results apply across initial conditions and 
equilibria.     
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